FIXTURES DESIGNED WITH LIFE IN MIND

A book of superior quality, thoughtful innovation, and unrivaled performance. These fixtures exist to deliver the greatest experience imaginable.


Speakman products have been third-party certified to meet nationally recognized standards by these organizations:
Anystream Technology: Our patented technology featured on our shower heads that allows you to infinitely customize the fixture’s spray patterns.

Brass Construction: Constructed of durable, solid brass construction to deliver exceptional quality.

Low-Lead Brass Construction: The product is certified to meet the NSF 372 Safe Drinking Water Act and NSF 61 Drinking Water System Components - Health Effects.

Mounting Hardware Included: Fixture includes mounting hardware for an easy installation.

WaterSense® Certified: Every WaterSense Certified product within this book has been third-party tested to comply with EPA standards.

CEC Compliant: In accordance with the California Title 20 Water-Efficiency Standards, this badge indicates lower flow rate options. 1.8 GPM or below shower head option. 0.5 GPM or below public faucet option. 1.2 GPM or below residential lavatory faucet option. 1.8 GPM or lower kitchen faucet option.

Coming Soon: The item has yet to be released, but will be available in 2018. However, the item can currently be specified.

Special Order: Item is only available for specialty or bulk order for custom projects. Contact your local Speakman representative to learn more.

ADA Compliant: Fixture is engineered to comply with ADA standards when installed correctly.

ANSI/ISEA Z358.1 Certified: Indicates that the eyewash, facewash or emergency shower is certified to ANSI/ISEA Z358.1 standards.
FEATURED FINISHES

We believe beautifully engineered products deserve an equally beautiful finish.

Polished Chrome
Brushed Chrome*
Polished Brass*
Polished Nickel*
Brushed Nickel
Oil Rubbed Bronze*
Matte Black*
Brushed Bronze*

*Specialty Finish: Contact your local sales representative for pricing and availability.
It’s where each and every day begins or ends. For some, it’s an escape - the only time to find peace and quiet. For others, it’s a routine - a necessary exercise that literally or figuratively washes off the events from the day.

But regardless of its purpose, the shower profoundly impacts our day. Which is why we’ve spent nearly 150 years perfecting it.

From the size of every drop, placement of every spray, to even the spray force and thermal retention - our team considers the tiniest details to ensure the moment water meets skin, it’s a spectacular experience.
**SHOWER HEADS**

Icon™ 8-Jet  
S-2251  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Retro™ 8-Jet  
S-3015  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Vintage™ 8-Jet  
S-3019  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Icon™ 6-Jet  
S-2252  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Retro™ 6-Jet  
S-2254  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Vintage™ 6-Jet  
S-2255  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Hotel™  
S-2005-HB  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Hotel Pure™  
S-2005-HBF  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Hotel™  
S-2005-H  
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM
SHOWER HEADS

Neo™
S-3010
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Neo™ Rain
S-2762
2.5 GPM

Kubos™
S-3021
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Kubos™ Rain
S-2763
2.5 GPM

Rainier™
S-3018
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Chelsea™
S-3011
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Echo™
S-4200
2.0, 1.75 & 1.5 GPM

Classic™
S-2253
2.5, 2.0, 1.75 & 1.5 GPM
The fundamental purpose of a shower is to get clean. It’s a revitalizing, relaxing experience that’s equal parts refreshing and hygienic. But chlorine, iron, dirt and other harmful contaminants can often be found in shower water, completely defeating its entire purpose.

With our Hotel Pure Shower Head, we wanted to remedy this situation. Featuring an internal filtering system, this fixture removes up to 99% of chlorine and other unwanted elements found in your shower water.

The result is a cleaner, healthier shower from start to finish.
SHOWER HEADS

Neo™ Hand Shower
VS-3010
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Caspian™ Hand Shower
VS-3014
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Chelsea™ Hand Shower
VS-3011
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Rio™ Hand Shower
VS-1240
2.5 & 2.0 GPM

Kubos™ Shower Wand
VS-3023
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Neo™ Shower Wand
VS-3000
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM
Rio™ Hand Shower
VS-1240
The world water crisis is undeniable. By 2025, scientists believe that over 1.8 billion people will be living in water-stressed conditions. As purveyors of products that utilize water on a daily basis, we’ve made it our mission to make the most out of every drop.

Today, we offer more water-saving shower heads and faucets than ever before. Each day, our team of engineers experiment and develop new technologies to save water without sacrificing an ounce of performance.

We’re even finding ways to improve our manufacturing process. From collaborating with like-minded partners to using less plastic in our packaging - our goal is to create responsible, sustainable fixtures.
“Sustainability is essential to our mission of providing Legendary Hospitality with a Softer Footprint. With this in mind, we carefully tested dozens of different shower heads before deciding Speakman’s Echo 1.5 GPM was our best option. Now installed in hundreds of guest rooms and employee residences at Grand Canyon National Park, we are thrilled to report that our only complaint is from guests expressing disbelief that we are in fact using a low flow shower head.”

- David Perkins, Sustainability Director, Grand Canyon National Park Lodges
2. BATHROOM COLLECTIONS

COMPLETE AND TOTAL HARMONY

Designing a room is all about delivering an experience. It’s an attention to detail - selecting fixtures, fittings, accessories, and patterns that perfectly work together. It’s as much a science as it is an art form.

At Speakman, we understand the power of harmonious design. Which is why our Bathroom Collections have been meticulously curated to create a complete and cohesive environment.

From modern to traditional, transitional to experimental - each assortment has been specifically crafted to align with your artistic intention.
**KUBOS™ COLLECTION**

- **Kubos™ Shower Head**
  - S-3021
  - 2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

- **Kubos™ Rain Shower**
  - S-2763
  - 2.5 GPM

- **Kubos™ Shower Wand**
  - VS-3023
  - 2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

- **Kubos™ Widespread**
  - SB-2421
  - 1.2 GPM

- **Kubos™ Single Lever**
  - SB-2401
  - 1.2 GPM

- **Kubos™ Valve & Trim**
  - SM-24000
  - CPT-24000 (Trim Only)

- **Kubos™ Diverter Valve & Trim**
  - SM-24400
  - CPT-24400 (Trim Only)

- **Kubos™ Universal Valve Trim**
  - CPT-1300-UNI

- **Kubos™ Shower Arm**
  - S-2560
KUBOS™ COLLECTION

Kubos™ Tub Spout
S-1568
S-1569 (Diverter)

Kubos™ Robe Hook
SA-2406

Kubos™ Double Robe Hook
SA-2408

Kubos™ 10” Hand Towel Bar
SA-2404

Kubos™ Paper Holder
SA-2405

Kubos™ Double Paper Holder
SA-2410

Kubos™ 24” Towel Bar
SA-2407

Kubos™ Slide Bar
SA-2402

Kubos™ Towel Rack
SA-2403
**Neo™ Collection**

- **Neo™ Shower Head**
  - S-3010
  - 2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

- **Neo™ Rain Shower**
  - S-2762
  - 2.5 GPM

- **Neo™ Hand Shower**
  - VS-3010
  - 2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

- **Neo™ Shower Wand**
  - VS-3000
  - 2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

- **Neo™ Widespread**
  - SB-1021-E
  - 1.2 GPM

- **Neo™ Single Lever**
  - SB-1003-E
  - 1.2 GPM

- **Neo™ Vessel**
  - SB-1004-E
  - 1.2 GPM

- **Neo™ Valve & Trim**
  - SM-1000-P
  - CPT-1000-P (Trim Only)

- **Neo™ Diverter Valve & Trim**
  - SM-1400-P
  - CPT-1400-P (Trim Only)
NEO™ COLLECTION

Neo™ Universal Valve Trim
CPT-1000-UNI

Neo™ Shower Arm
S-2540

Neo™ Tub Spout
S-1557
S-1558 (Diverter)

Neo™ Robe Hook
SA-2006

Neo™ Double Robe Hook
SA-1008

Neo™ Towel Ring
SA-2004

Neo™ Paper Holder
SA-2005

Neo™ Towel Bar
SA-2007 (24”)
SA-2007-18 (18”)

Neo™ ADA Grab Bar
SA-1009-24 (24”)
SA-1009-36 (36”)
SA-1009-48 (48”)
MEET OUR NEW NEO WATERSLIDES

Our new Neo Waterslides have been specifically engineered to deliver a complete and versatile shower experience. With the ability to install directly into your existing plumbing configurations - this system is incredibly easy to set up. Its design supports any Speakman Rain and Hand Shower Head for optimal performance and customization. Plus, we created two distinct models, the WS-3005 (standard) and the WS-3010 (extended riser) to meet your unique specifications.
Neo™ Double Robe Hook
SA-1008
Design should be limitless. It should reflect your ideas, emotions, and personality. But far too often, design becomes restricted by structure and foundation. That’s what inspired us to create the Universal Valve Trim - a product that provides the freedom to renovate.

With the Universal Valve Trim, we designed four unique adapters that perfectly retrofit the most popular valves available today. Compatible with select Kohler Rite-Temp, Moen Posi-Temp, Delta Multichoice and Symmons Temptrol valves - this product allows you to completely redesign your shower wall without investing in a costly renovation.

Never let the valve stop you from designing the bathroom of your dreams.
Opera® Widespread
SB-1621-E-PC
1.2 GPM

Opera® Valve & Trim
SM-16000-PC

Opera® Robe Hook
SA-1607-PC

Opera® 8" Hand Towel Bar
SA-1613-PC

Opera® Paper Holder
SA-1612-PC

Opera® 29.5" Towel Bar
SA-1606-PC

Vintage™ 8-Jet Shower Head
S-3019
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Vintage™ 6-Jet Shower Head
S-2255
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM
While walking through a Parisian Flea Market, world-renowned interior designer Roger Thomas discovered a delightful little artifact. This keepsake, featuring a unique, octagonal design - would later become the catalyst for the entire Opera Collection.

“This project was unlike anything we’ve ever developed to date,” says Jeff Harwanko, Lead Product Designer at Speakman. “Working closely with Roger and his team of artisans, we created an assortment of shower heads, faucets, accessories, and hardware inspired by Roger’s sketches.”

The Opera Collection can be found in the Wynn Palace Cotai in Macau, China.
Rainier™ Widespread
SB-1321-E
**Rainier™ Collection**

- **Rainier™ Shower Head**
  - S-3018
  - 2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

- **Rainier™ Widespread**
  - SB-1321-E
  - 1.2 GPM

- **Rainier™ Valve & Trim**
  - SM-8001-P
  - CPT-8001-P (Trim Only)

- **Rainier™ Diverter Valve & Trim**
  - SM-8401-P
  - CPT-8401-P (Trim Only)

- **Rainier™ Shower Arm**
  - S-2550

- **Rainier™ Tub Spout**
  - S-1563
  - S-1564 (Diverter)

- **Rainier™ Robe Hook**
  - SA-2306

- **Rainier™ Towel Ring**
  - SA-2304

- **Rainier™ Paper Holder**
  - SA-2305
RAINIER™ COLLECTION

Rainier™ 24” Towel Bar
SA-2307

Rainier™ ADA Grab Bar
SA-1309-24 (24”)
SA-1309-36 (36”)
SA-1309-48 (48”)

Rainier™ Slide Bar
SA-1302

Rainier™ Towel Rack
SA-2303

Rainier™ Shelf
SA-2309
CHELSEA™ COLLECTION

Chelsea™ Shower Head
S-3011
2.5, 2.0 & 1.75 GPM

Chelsea™ Widespread
SB-1721-E
1.2 GPM

Chelsea™ Single Lever
SB-2011-E
1.2 GPM

Chelsea™ Centerset
SB-1711-E
1.2 GPM

Chelsea™ Valve & Trim
SM-10000-P
CPT-10000 (Trim Only)

Chelsea™ Diverter Valve & Trim
SM-10400-P
CPT-10400 (Trim Only)

Chelsea™ Tub Spout
S-1561
S-1562 (Diverter)
**ECHO™ COLLECTION**

- **Echo™ Shower Head**
  S-4200-E2
  2.0, 1.75 & 1.5 GPM

- **Echo™ Centerset**
  SB-2111-E
  1.2 GPM

- **Echo™ Valve & Trim**
  SM-12000

- **Echo™ Shower Arm**
  S-2500

- **Echo™ Tub Spout**
  S-1555
  S-1556 (Diverter)

- **Echo™ Robe Hook**
  SA-1406

- **Echo™ Towel Ring**
  SA-1404

- **Echo™ Paper Holder**
  SA-1405
ECHO™ COLLECTION

Echo™ 24” Towel Bar
SA-1407

Echo™ Slide Bar
SA-1402
Clodagh Widespread
Cross Handle | Polished Chrome
CD521 | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Blade Handle | Polished Chrome
CD522 | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Lever Handle | Polished Chrome
CD523 | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Cross Handle | Brushed Nickel
CD521BN | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Blade Handle | Brushed Nickel
CD522BN | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Lever Handle | Brushed Nickel
CD523BN | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Cross Handle | Polished Nickel
CD521PN | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Blade Handle | Polished Nickel
CD522PN | 1.2 GPM

Clodagh Widespread
Lever Handle | Polished Nickel
CD523PN | 1.2 GPM
We’ve always had this desire to create fixtures that seamlessly marry form and function together. When we partner with other artisans, we search for designers who profoundly believe in this philosophy. And for us, there is no greater collaborator than award-winning designer Clodagh.

The Clodagh Collection is a classic yet modern assortment of faucets designed to be both luxurious and accessible. Featuring three interchangeable handles - our goal was to develop a selection that allows you to create a distinct, personalized look.

Additional Clodagh bathroom fittings are currently in development and will be released in 2018.
THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT

In every great story, well-developed supporting characters bring it all together. They add substance to your narrative and empower leading cast members. Without them, your story falls flat.

This is how we feel about our bathroom accessories. Each piece in this section has been designed to not simply remain in the background, but rather help drive and shape the plot.

These fixtures exist to tell your story, from beginning to end.
BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

Shower Caddy
SA-1408

Transfer Valve
S-1183

16” Wall Mounted Rain Shower Arm
S-2570

12” Wall Mounted Rain Shower Arm
S-2571

6” Ceiling Mounted Rain Shower Arm
S-2580

12” Ceiling Mounted Rain Shower Arm
S-2581

Pause/trickle Adapter
VS-156

Shower Elbow
VS-155

Slide Bar
VS-153-ADA
12" Wall Mounted Rain Shower Arm | S-2571
Kubos Rain Shower | S-2763
Sometimes, our interaction with water is subtle. A lobby restroom. A hotel kitchen. A poolside shower. We become so focused on the bathroom - it’s easy to overlook the importance of utilitarian fixtures.

But these products are touched, handled and operated more than any other item. That’s why it’s crucial to select fittings that are not only built well, but will perform well for an exceptional amount of time.

Our line of commercial and emergency products have been engineered to handle endless activation with ease. Each product is constructed of durable, tenacious materials to provide unrivaled quality while still complying with national codes and standards.

This is service at its finest.
COMMERCIAL PLUMBING

**Commander® Faucet**
SC-7112-E
0.5 GPM

**Commander® Faucet**
SC-7122-E
0.5 GPM

**Eyesaver® Eyewash Combination**
SEF-9000
SEF-9200 (Drench Hose Only)

**Eyesaver® Eyewash & Faucet**
SEF-1850

**Traditional Eyewash**
SE-580

**Optimus® Eye & Facewash**
SE-1000
Throughout the years, we’ve been tremendously proud of our history in hotels. From our very first installment in 1923 to the thousands of properties that feature our fixtures today - our products have been designed to enhance the guest experience in every conceivable way.

Every item featured in this book has been intricately engineered to not only meet your expectations, but exceed them. Whether they’re installed at home or on the 21st floor - our fixtures will look, perform and age beautifully over time.

We invite you to explore properties that proudly feature Speakman plumbing products.
FEATURED INSTALLATIONS

Wynn Palace
Macau, China

Waldorf Astoria
Beverly Hills, CA

Laurel Inn
San Francisco, CA
FEATURED INSTALLATIONS

The Chanler at Cliff Walk
Newport, RI

Loews Royal Pacific
Orlando, FL

Roosevelt Hotel
Seattle, WA